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The Blessed Hope! 

 “Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the 
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;” –(Titus 2:13) 

 

Diamond & Nugget #178 

Research on the Geomagnetic Reversals 
 
In this segment I am going to share something that will answer many questions that 
most people have wondered about for decades.  It will explain much of the madness 
that prevails in the world today regarding Climate Change.  It is also highly relevant to 
our current watch for the Rapture, and I believe it is an important reason for our 
hope!  You will understand as I unpack this important discovery from previously 
government classified science. 
 
Prince Charles and his SDGs, Sustainable Development Goals is nothing more than a 
satanic cover-up for what has been the biggest lie of the past century.  When you read 
this you will begin to see through the fog of lies, deception, and elitist goal to steal the 
world’s assets and ride out what they know to be a coming Solar Nova.   
 
For more than a generation now the world has been brainwashed into believing climate 
change is man’s fault!  It has been taught in our education system for fifty years. There 
is a bigger agenda that has been kept from the world since the late 1940s.  The 
statement below by Douglas Vogt pulls back the curtain of what the real issue is with 
Global Warming.  It will answer and explain the madness of the World Economic Forum 
and UN pushing this idea that we only have seven years to save the planet.  It is all 
about a Solar Nova or a Pole Shift that is predicted to occur in 2046. 
 
It appears now the left has selected a new victim for their poster-child politician voice of 
hapless presidential hopeful Bernie Sanders – but now, this once great hope of left-wing 
citizens seems to be turning increasingly authoritarian, at least in his rhetoric.  He is, 
essentially, providing a solution to a problem that shouldn’t exist (not in a democracy) – 
namely, what to do, legally, to stop political opponents? 
 
In this particular case, it’s about corporate skeptics around the “climate change panic.” 
And Sanders has the answer – prosecute them, and if found guilty, put them in prison.  
The globalists want to keep you and everyone else focused on an imaginative fear.  I’m 
not saying the planet is not warming up.  The source of global warming is the larger 
issue and there is no debate about things being hotter!  However, it’s even enhanced 
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through HAARP and a network of Ionospheric heaters around the world.  HAARP is an  
acronym for High-frequency Active Auroral Research Program, which is the world’s 
most capable high-power, high frequency (HF) transmitter for study of the ionosphere.  
It is an ionospheric heater that can alter the density of electrons in a specific region, 
allowing scientists to study how the ionosphere reacts to changing conditions. 
 
In a letter co-signed by Senator Sanders, a group of his Democrat colleagues is asking 
the U.S. Department of Justice (DoJ) to (silence climate change opposition) do just such 
a thing, aimed at what’s termed the fossil fuel industry. Sounds fairly extreme, but here 
we are about to be censored and silenced.   
 
It is interesting how the powers want to impose their tyranny to silence truth.  But with 
the narrative over the Covid lockdown has run its course, they are shifting their Fascist 
propaganda to silence true science and the nonsense of Net-Zero carbon requires the 
reduction in farming and livestock ranching.  So Bernie Sanders has been tasked with 
his becoming a threat to those exposing the truth about climate change. 
 
But since the 2015 Paris Accords, Climate Change has been the tool to fan the flames 
of an impending world Extinction Event.  But it is so much more about what the public 
has not been told.  Donald J. Trump’s victory in 2016 upset the globalist plan to so-call, 
save the planet.  In reality it upset their escape plan for an event that few know is 
coming sometime around 2030 and 2050. 
   
Doug Vogt is the founder of the Diehold Foundation and author of several books and he 
has presented an overview of what will happen in late 2046, or perhaps sooner from 
events that have begun to accelerate in the cosmos.  This will be hard for some to 
accept but the science has been kept from the public by the major world governments 
with the creation of the CIA in 1947.   
 
This will help you understand why Mastodons, Elephant-like creatures were found flash-
frozen in the tundra of Siberia and elsewhere.  Baby Mastodons were found with 
undigested food in their mouths alongside their mothers in the land mass of the northern 
regions of the Arctic Circle.  Similar finds have been discovered at the South Pole that 
suggest both pole regions thousands of years ago were temperate climates supporting 
all forms of life, plants, trees, animals, insects, and humans.  Disinformation about so-
called ET’s is being used to scare the world currently.  They recently dropped a story 
about an alien race supposedly living beneath the ice caps of the South Pole.  But they 
provided zero evidence proof other than a one liner to plant the thought into your mind!   
 
There was a major solar discharge that occurred just a few days ago that has raised 
attention in the scientific community, fear of a Solar Nova between 2030 and 2050.  
Short wave radio had major disruption from the Coronal Mass Ejection that exploded 
directly in the direction of Earth and the Moon.  This occurred concurrently with the 
Super Moon of August 2nd.    
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CMEs are large, fast-moving clouds of magnetized plasma and solar radiation that 
occasionally get flung into space alongside solar flares — powerful explosions on the 
sun's surface that are triggered when horseshoe-shaped loops of plasma located near 
sunspots snap in half like an overstretched elastic band. If CMEs smash into Earth, they 
can cause geomagnetic storms — disturbances in our planet's magnetic field — that 
can trigger partial radio blackouts and produce vibrant aurora displays much farther 
away from Earth's magnetic poles than normal.   
 
Despite the sun’s producing only three M flares, the sheer number of flares – 29 in total 
over the past day – brings sun activity up to high. Sunspot AR3380 continues its flaring 
onslaught, firing off 21 of the 26 C-class flares and all 3 of the M-class flares. The region 
has lost its delta configuration, which can be an indicator of M or even X flares. But it 
has retained some of its magnetic complexity with a beta-gamma structure. It is now 
nearing the sun’s southwest limb (edge), but we’ll be able to observe its activity for a 
few more days, even after it passes over the horizon. The filament channel near the 
Earth-viewed solar disk’s center also continues its activity today, displaying what we call 
filament channel activation. The channel is the area the filament lies along. Filament 
channel activation is when the filament continues to regenerate itself as it throws out 
eruptions in the form of small coronal mass ejections (CMEs). As most of these faint 
CMEs are Earth-directed, the flurry of small CMEs from the past several days is 
maintaining the prospect of geomagnetic activity, including possible storming. Stay 
tuned. 
 
Over the Last 24 hours: Sun activity is high due to the sheer quantity of C and M flares. 
Between 11 UTC yesterday and 11 UTC today, the sun produced 29 flares: three M’s 
and 26 C’s. Sunspot AR3380 is the dominant flaring region, with 21 C flares and all 
three M’s. This is the breakdown of AR3380’s M flares and corresponding R1 (minor) 
radio blackouts in the past day: 
M1.7, the largest, at 14:52 UTC on July 2. R1 (minor) radio blackout over the North 
Atlantic Ocean. 
M1.3 at 16:22 UTC on July 2. R1 (minor) radio blackout over Puerto Rico. 
M1.1 at 19:14 UTC on July 2. R1 (minor) radio blackout over the west coast of Mexico. 
The sun currently has nine labeled active regions. 
 
It is the CME which poses the greatest threat to a.k.a. Climate Change, not your vehicle 
tail pipe or your outdoor barbeque.  The globalists know that but they have to hide their 
true reasons for crying “the sky is falling!”    
 
At this point, it is an excellent time to share what Doug Vogt, founder of the Diehold 
Foundation has to say about the near future over the next 23 years. 

 
The Causes of the Ice Ages and Geomagnetic Reversals (Polar Reversals). 

 
The Problem—Why is the Earth Getting Warmer? 
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The global warming issue has two competing scientific camps. One side claims that 
global warming exists and is caused by human made CO2 emissions which is heating 
up the atmosphere, resulting in global warming. The other camp says there is global 
warming but it mirrors the Suns output such as changes during the sunspot cycles. I fit 
into the Sun side of the argument, but both sides have no idea why the Sun’s output has 
been periodically increasing since the 1890s. 
 
The Riddle of the Ice Age: 
 
The problem with current ice age models are, they can only explain a few of the known 
facts that happened during these periods. Scientists do not know why they happen 
cyclically through time or why only the Pleistocene period (11,000 years BP to 1.8 
million years BP) exhibited repeated ice ages and ice recessions. They do not know 
why all ice ages are preceded with a geomagnetic polar reversal. We know there was a 
great mass extinction of species following the polar reversal and ice age but they do not 
understand why the extinctions affect both plants and animals worldwide. The most 
difficult problem to explain, using the traditional models, is the creation of new species 
immediately after the polar reversal and ice age. There are many more phenomena the 
traditional models cannot explain, but that has not stopped many scientists from 
presenting their model (explanation) for some of these phenomena. 
 
Scientists have been trying to figure out the ice age riddle for about 100 years. It should 
be obvious to everyone by now that the underlining philosophy that creates their models 
is wrong. The problem is that egos and inertia of the academic community and their 
institutions prevent change. Not to be too brutal on them but the next polar reversal and 
nova will solve the problem of their egos and academic rigidity. The question then is: will 
there be anybody left? 
 
The Problem is the Matter Oriented Theory of Existence. 
 
Our science is based on a matter-oriented theory of existence, which assumes that 
matter is the dominant driving force in the Universe. Energy and light are explained as 
the changes in the states of matter. All scientific models are derived from this base 
philosophy. If this philosophy is wrong than all models built on this basic premise will be 
wrong. 
 
The only other alternative to explain the workings of the Universe is an information 
theory of existence. This philosophy holds that Information is the dominant force in the 
Universe and matter is the product of information. The information derives from another 
time-space dimension. Mr. Vogt's information theory of existence is called ‘The Theory 
of Multidimensional Reality’ and his three books explain the basic philosophy. The first 
iteration on the theory was in ‘Reality Revealed, The Theory of Multidimensional Reality’ 
(1978). The second iteration was presented in Chapter 3 of ‘God’s Day of Judgment, 
the Real Cause of Global Warming’ (2007). The third iteration of the theory is in the 
latest book ‘The Theory of Multidimensional Reality’ (2015). This is the world’s first 
information theory of existence. 
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Even Stephen Hawking, a few years ago, corrected his earlier idea about the end of the 
Universe collapsing down to the size of a grapefruit, to the idea that after the collapse 
the Universe then goes to information. He also corrected his previous theory about 
black holes, which stated that when matter entered a black hole it was destroyed. His 
new theory is that the matter is not destroyed but goes to information. These two ideas 
were stated back in 1978 in Chapter 6, page 170 of ‘Reality Revealed.’ 
 
What is Going to Happen. 
 
The sequence of events that created the Ice Age 
 
We will divide the ice age and polar reversal into three time periods, the first being 50 
years leading up to the polar reversal and the ice age. The second part being the actual 
polar reversal, ice accumulation and other events that occurred within 11 years of the 
reversal. The last part is the aftermath. The following is a condensed version. Chapter 8 
in ‘God’s Day of Judgment’ has the complete explanation and all the proofs. Samples of 
Chapter 8 can be read on www.vectorpub.com. 
 
50 Years before 
 
The polar reversal is caused by a clock cycle that runs through time. This clock cycle 
crosses the x-axis every 12,068 years. Some might call this a zero-point energy event. 
A complete cycle would represent two polar reversals, or 24,136 years. 
 
The magnetic field of the Earth will start decaying within 50 years of the actual polar 
reversal, but the decay will start to exponentially decay as we get within 7 years of the 
reversal. The magnetic field does not have to go to zero before it snaps to a reversed 
polarity. As the magnetic field decays, it will create increased heat in the core of the 
Earth. The additional heat will rise towards the surface and manifest itself in the form of 
increased volcanoes and earthquakes. The increase in earthquakes is a result of the 
continental plates sliding more easily against each other. The increased heat of the 
mantel of the Earth’s, upon which the plates “float,” will become more lubricated, 
enabling them to move or fracture more easily. The increase in volcanic activity goes 
along with that process. 
 
The Earth’s rotation will start slowing down in this period of time, resulting in the 
necessity to add seconds, then minutes to our clocks. Weeks, and maybe months, 
before the reversal the Earth’s rotation will slow down markedly, maybe resulting in 28-
hour days. 
 
The Sun will also be affected by its own collapsing magnetic field. The Sun’s output will 
start increasing over 140 years before the final reversal. The increased solar output will 
start heating up the surface of the Earth. Sea surface temperatures will rise during 
sunspot cycles, successively increasing, as we get closer to the reversal. The polar ice 
caps and glaciers will start melting, resulting in ocean levels rising. Before the polar 
reversal, most of the ice caps and glaciers may have melted. The increased sea surface 

http://www.vectorpub.com/
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temperature will create more violent and frequent storms worldwide. The increase in 
solar output will create additional levels of ultraviolet light hitting the Earth. This will 
deplete the ozone layers in the upper atmosphere during the sunspot maximums. 
 
The Polar Reversal 
 
The actual polar reversal occurs in one day. There is a complex series of events that 
will happen on that day. I will start with what happens to the Sun. 
 
 What Happens on and in the Sun 
 
The collapsing magnetic field deep inside the Sun will create a large spike of energy 
that will cause the matter and dust shell on the surface, to expand very rapidly. This 
event we would call a stellar nova. I estimate the speed of the dust shell to approach 
1,550 miles per second. My best estimate for the energy output during the nova is no 
less than 2,000 times the normal energy output. The equatorial region of the Sun will 
blow outward along the planetary plane, hitting each planet as the dust shell expands 
rapidly. As the hot dust/matter shell hits each successive planet, it will push the planets 
a little further away from the Sun. After the nova the planets will receive a little less 
energy from the Sun. The planets also lose some of their atmosphere and surface 
liquids. Eventually, the dust/matter shell will lose enough momentum and stall out 
somewhere past Neptune. This is called the Kuiper belt. 
 
After the Sun’s matter shell has been expelled, it will give off mostly ultraviolet light but 
not that much radiant heat. The Sun will remain that way until the matter shell can form 
around it again, and that may take a number of sunspot cycles. 
 
The Rotation of the Earth 
 
At the exact time of the polar reversal the Earth will stop its rotation and remain still for 
seven to eight hours. The forests and buildings on the Sun-side of the Earth will 
combust if the plants are not flooded by the ocean or nearby lake. Not only will heat 
affect plants and animals, but the Sun will produce a massive dose of cosmic and 
gamma rays, which will reach the Earth within 10 to 15 minutes after the reversal. This 
cosmic particle pulse may last 10 to 30 seconds with the potential to alter the 
genes/DNA of both plants and animals, including humans. Now you know what creates 
new species based on older species. 
 
The Solar Dust Shell 
 
The people on the Sun-side of the Earth will be able to see the Sun expanding, and the 
solar disk getting larger as it expands towards the Earth. I estimate the dust shell will 
take between 17 to 18 hours to hit the Earth. The dust shell will not necessarily hit the 
side of the Earth that faced the Sun, at the moment of the polar reversal, because 18 
hours will have passed and another side of the Earth will be facing the Sun. When the 
dust shell hits us, it will deposit vast quantities of dust and rock on one-half of our Earth. 
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Solar Evaporation of Ocean Water and the Snow 
 
The nova will also evaporate at least 600 feet of ocean water, worldwide. Some of this 
water will be lost into space, carried away by the expanding dust shell. Some of it will 
appear to us as returning comets. Most of the water will remain in the atmosphere as 
superheated water for several days to a week. As the atmosphere cools down it will 
start to rain hot rain. As it cools further the rain gets colder until it turns to snow. Lots of 
snow and it will keep snowing for the next 40 to 50 years until most of the moisture is 
rung out of the atmosphere. 
 
If you could see the Earth from space just after the Nova, you would see it with a thick 
tail, pointing away from the Sun. It will be made up of dust and ice crystals. Eventually 
the debris tail will disappear over several thousand years, as the Earth’s gravity brings 
the material back into the upper atmosphere. 
 
Fast Frozen Animals on the Back Side 
 
Just after the solar dust shell passes the Earth, the dust shell side will have extremely 
low atmospheric pressure because the dust shell would have blown most of the 
atmosphere away on that side, we just do not know how much. The backside of the 
Earth will temporarily have normal atmospheric pressure, but that condition will not last 
long. Very shortly after the dust shell passes by, the normal atmosphere on the 
backside will expand very rapidly to fill up the front side (dust shell side) of the Earth. 
Two things will result from this process: The first will be extremely high-speed winds 
traveling around the Earth from all four corners of the globe, to fill up the extremely low 
atmospheric pressure on the dust shell side. The second consequence of this process 
is revealed in Boyle’s law: “If a given weight of gas is considered and if its temperature 
is held constant, the pressure and volume of the gas will be inversely proportional.” 
Applying this law to the conditions that will be present on the backside of the Earth, the 
atmosphere will expand very fast and, therefore, the temperature will drop to extreme 
levels, possibly below -180 degrees Fahrenheit below zero. Any life forms caught out in 
the open, or even in the average building will be fast frozen almost instantly! 
 
The Oceans 
 
When the Earth stops its rotation, all the water in the oceans and lakes will continue to 
travel in the former easterly direction of the Earth’s former rotational velocity. It is like 
walking at 5 miles-per-hour with a pan of water and you stop abruptly. The water keeps 
on going at 5 mph. Just before the reversal, the Earth may only be rotating at 800 mph, 
instead of the normal 1,000 mph (at the equator), because the rotational rate will have 
slowed down considerably. I would expect the wave-speed to slow down considerably 
after the first hour on land. Many factors will determine the speed of the wave, such as 
land elevation, forest ground cover, gravity and the heat blast from the Sun. Depending 
on how long the Earth remains at rest will determine how far this immense Ocean wave 
will travel across the continents. When the Earth resumes rotation it will be in the 
reverse direction than previous. This action will make the tidal wave appear to once 
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again speed up, but really it’s because the Earth would be now rotating in the opposite 
direction of the wave. I believe it is not unreasonable to assume the speed of this 
massive tidal wave would average about 350-miles-per-hour. Within a week, this 
massive ocean wave will have returned to the ocean basins. As it returns, it will 
naturally follow the river basins leading to the sea, cutting deeper into existing deep-sea 
canyons. Some deep-sea canyons currently cut down to over 11,000 feet below sea 
level. 
 
The Rotation of the Earth and Major Earthquakes 
 
The rotation of the Earth should resume within seven or eight hours after the reversal 
point, but in the opposite direction. Currently the Earth rotates from west to east. After 
the reversal it will rotate from east to west, so the Sun will rise in the west and set in the 
east. Not only are the oceans affected by the polar reversal, but also the crust of the 
Earth. Just as the Oceans “swim” on the crust of the Earth, the crust of the Earth 
“swims” on the heated-up mantle. The continental plates are also traveling at the Earth’s 
previous rotational velocity at the time of the reversal. They will start banging up against 
each other thereby causing massive earthquakes lasting for weeks of constant shaking 
(over eight on the Richter scale) until the plates stabilize. Mountains will be pushed up 
and some may sink. 
 
Volcanoes 
 
Volcanoes will erupt worldwide because of the increased heat in the Earth’s core and 
mantle, and the pressure put upon the magma chambers in the crust. The dust from 
many erupting volcanoes will further add particles in the atmosphere, which will help 
seed the dense clouds already present as a result of the massive evaporation from the 
nova. The lava and mud flows from these eruptions will also further reshape the surface 
of the Earth. 
 
The Ice Age Cometh 
 
Within a few days of the nova, it will start raining scalding hot rain, which will turn to 
downpours of cooler and finally cold rain. Within 10 days it should start snowing 
worldwide because the Sun will not be giving off enough visible light and heat to warm 
the Earth. It will continue to snow until all the clouds and moisture are out of the 
atmosphere. This process may take 22 to 44 or more years. When it is done snowing 
the Earth will be mostly covered with snow and thick ice in the higher latitudes and or 
elevations. We will then be in the grips of a full ice age maybe for full 700-years! 
 
What About Life 
 
The effects of the polar reversal on all forms of life, will be devastating. It is not difficult 
to understand why there is always a mass extinction of all types of species at the time of 
the polar reversal. I had heard over the radio that biologists had figured out that there 
was only 35 fetal females worldwide who survived the last Ice Age. Our job is to survive 
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it, because the alternative is too depressing to think about. You now also understand 
the importance of what the author has discovered, and why God put the clues of this 
event within the Torah. If you do not care about yourself then think about your children 
or grandchildren. They should have a chance to survive this event. 
 
The Moon 
 
The surface on the Moon will receive a dusting of particles and rocks from the Sun, in 
addition to the accumulation it has received from previous novas. There will be 
additional small craters from the larger molten glass lumps expelled from the Sun. 
Immediately after the nova, the Moon will appear red because the nova will turn the 
surface red hot. 
 
Mars  
 
Now you all know what happened to all the water and oceans on Mars. Over the 
hundreds of millions of years it lost most of its water and the planet was pushed farther 
and farther away from the Sun. Guess where the people of Mars immigrated to? I will 
give you a small hint. The translation of the name Giza means Mars. 
 
The Aftermath 
 
Not all of the Earth will get enough snow to form a glacier. Some areas near the equator 
will not be in the grips of a full ice age. It should be colder than the last ice age because 
we will be a little farther away from the Sun. Dense clouds will cover most of the Earth 
for 22 or more years until all the moisture has been rung out of it. The Glaciers will block 
rivers and streams and create ice dams that will be present for hundreds of years. 
When the dams finally collapse they will cause huge floods on the rivers affected. 
Eleven to twenty-two years after the polar reversal most of the snow and ice by the 
equators should have melted at the lower elevations (10-15° North and South). Animal 
life will start to come back in these areas. Small plants and trees will start to again 
appear. The oceans of the Earth will be over 500 feet below current sea level. Glaciers 
will be present in both Atlantic and Pacific oceans and extend down to the lower North 
and South Latitudes. The occurrence of frequent major earthquakes should continue for 
at least 15 years after the reversal, until the outer mantle of the Earth cools down and 
the crustal plates stabilize. 
 
The Diehold Foundation is the only organization that has discovered the mechanism 
that causes the polar reversal and ice age. Now you all know why it is important to 
continue our valuable work so people have a chance to survive this event. 
 
The link below was posted following the Solar Corona Discharge Event that occurred 
with the Full Moon of August 2nd, a Super Moon, the first to occur in August, 2023.  The 
next one will occur at the end of the month. 
 
Links:  Earth Disaster Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j635Cv2aOlA 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j635Cv2aOlA
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Despite the sun producing only 3 M flares, the sheer number of flares - 29 in total over 
the past day - brings sun activity up to high. Sunspot AR3380 continues its flaring 
onslaught, firing off 21 of the 26 C flares and all 3 of the M flares. 
 
This information is the reason the global elite are so determined to save themselves at 
the expense of the rest of the world.  They have stolen trillions of dollars to plan their 
escape from the cosmic onslaught that is due to follow, in the fall of 2046, according to 
Doug Vogt’s videos.  It soon becomes crystal clear as to all the propaganda about 
Global Warming.  They want all of us to be looking in the opposite direction away from 
the real issue confronting humanity.    
 
A cannibal CME is created when an initial CME is followed by a second faster one. 
When the second CME catches up to the first cloud, it engulfs it, creating a single, 
massive wave of plasma.  
 
On July 14, the sun launched a CME alongside a dark eruption — a solar flare 
containing unusually cool plasma that makes it look like a dark wave compared to the 
rest of the sun's fiery surface — from sunspot AR3370, a small dark patch that until then 
had gone largely unnoticed, according to Spaceweather.com. On July 15, a second, 
faster CME was launched from the much larger sunspot AR3363. 
 
A simulation from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Space 
Weather Prediction Center showed that the second storm will catch up with the first 
CME and form a cannibalistic cloud, with a strong likelihood of it hitting Earth on July 18. 
The link below will help you better understand what the world is facing.   
 
Related: 10 signs the sun is gearing up for its explosive peak — the solar 
maximum 
 
Both CMEs came from C-class solar flares, the mid-tier of solar eruption strength. On 
their own, they would be too weak to trigger significant geomagnetic storms. But their 
combined size and speed mean they are likely to trigger a G1 or G2 level disturbance, 
the two highest classes for a geomagnetic storm. 
 
Cannibal CMEs are rare because they require successive CMEs that are perfectly 
aligned and traveling at specific speeds. But there have been several in the last few 
years.  
 
In November 2021, a cannibal CME smashed into Earth, triggering one of the first major 
geomagnetic storms of the current solar cycle. Two more CMEs slammed into our 
planet in 2022, the first in March and another in August, but both only triggered minor 
G3-class storms.   
 
Cannibal CMEs become more likely during the solar maximum, the chaotic peak of the 
sun's roughly 11-year solar cycle. During this time, the number of sunspots and solar 
flares increases sharply as the sun's magnetic field becomes increasingly unstable.     

https://earthsky.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e56e7a92b1c5790f7343ef95a&id=e83b9311eb&e=abe5a8c8d9
https://www.livescience.com/space/the-sun/10-signs-the-sun-is-gearing-up-for-its-explosive-peak-the-solar-maximum
https://www.livescience.com/space/the-sun/10-signs-the-sun-is-gearing-up-for-its-explosive-peak-the-solar-maximum
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Scientists initially predicted that the next solar maximum would arrive in 2025 and be 
weak compared to past solar cycles. But Live Science recently reported that the sun's 
explosive peak could arrive sooner — and be more powerful — than previously 
expected. Weird solar phenomena, such as cannibal CMEs, further indicates the solar 
maximum is fast approaching. 
 
Earth has already been hit by five G1 or G2 geomagnetic storms this year, including the 
most powerful storm for more than six years. These storms have superheated the 
thermosphere — the second-highest layer of Earth's atmosphere — to its highest 
temperature in more than 20 years. 
 
The number of sunspots is also increasing as we approach solar maximum, reaching its 
highest total for almost 21 years in June, 2023. 
 
The point is that our government, NASA, NOAA, CIA, all have known what is about to 
happen since the first lunar orbiter landed on the moon and discovered that a previous 
Solar Nova had blasted the moon with the Sun’s plasma energy to crystalize silica sand 
on the moon into glass beads.  These agencies knew from that moment on there was 
no need to go to the moon based upon what I just stated.  They keep the scam going to 
get taxpayer money to fund their need to prepare for the next Solar Nova event and 
pole shift. 
 
With all that information, I will shift to the organization that fronts for the plethora of lies, 
the UN in New York City.  The moment has finally arrived, the United Nations is about to 
accelerate Agenda 2030. 
 
I’ve mentioned many times now, for the globalists to successfully implement the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) of Agenda 2030, they’re going to kick it into high 
gear in the next two months.  After all, we’re only 7 years away from 2030. 
 
Well, high gear begins September 18th-19th in New York.  It began months ago but it is 
crunch time for the Antichrist plan. 
 
What am I talking about?  In case you have not followed the previous segments of the 
Blessed Hope series, it would behoove you to listen up! 
 

2023 SDG Summit 
On September 18th-19th, the United Nations will kick off the “2023 SDG Summit” in 
New York City. 
 
“It will mark the beginning of a new phase of accelerated progress towards the 
Sustainable Development Goals with high-level political guidance on transformative and 
accelerated actions leading up to 2030.” 
 
The United Nations wants the summit to “signal a genuine turning point.” 
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The summit must, “…mobilize the political commitment and breakthroughs our world 
desperately needs. It must deliver a rescue plan for people and planet.”  Really this plan 
is about the globalists saving their own bacon! 
 

We Need 7 Years of Accelerated, Transformative Action to Achieve SDGs 
The phrase, we need “a rescue plan for the people and planet” is hyperbole. This planet 
is not going anywhere, -(Genesis 8:22). We will live and die, but earth will continue on. 
Regardless, hyperbolic statements like this are why we keep hearing so much about 
climate change these days.  But they don’t tell you that the planet is on the verge of a 
Solar Nova event and a “Pole Shift” in less than 25 years. 
 
No matter where we turn, we see the phrase, “climate change.” We hear about new 
record temperatures. All the while forgetting about the record cold we had last year. 
 
Those are inconvenient truths the globalist don’t want you to remember.  That’s why 
António Guterres, United Nations Secretary-General recently said, “Global boiling,” 
seriously?  This shows the level of desperation coming from radicals like Guterres. 
 
Nevertheless, the United Nations is calling for heads of state and governments to, 
 
“…recommit to seven years of accelerated, sustained, and transformative action, both 
nationally and internationally, to deliver on the promise of the SDGs. 
 
Leaders can show their resolve by adopting an ambitious and forward-looking political 
declaration at the SDG Summit and presenting global and national commitments for 
SDG transformation.” 
 
Don’t read over that.  I am inferring to the Daniel 9:27 passage! 
 
There’s a lot in those statements right there. They know, they have “seven years” to 
complete their globalist plan to reshape the world. In order to be successful, they want 
leaders to adopt an “ambitious declaration,” pledging allegiance to a renewed SDG 
push.  Just how will world leaders do that?  The Bible tells me so! 
 
In order to make good on the globalist SDGs by 2030, your President, Prime Minister, 
Congress, parliament, and more will need to “make bold decisions to match their 
ambitions.” 
 
How bold? 
 
“It will require transferring resources from one sector to another, creating new regulatory 
environments, deploying new technologies, and mobilizing of a wide range of actors to 
advance disruptive change.” 
 
Let me translate that for you. 
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“Transferring resources” means, moving to green energy. 
“New regulatory environments” means, altering national regulations to meet global 
ones. 
“Deploying new technologies” means, digital identification and currency. 
“Disruptive change,” ooh, I’ll get to that one in a moment. 
The United Nations is talking about massive accelerated global change on a scale we 
have never witnessed before. They’re talking about unrolling massive change in just 
seven years’ time. 
 
A video of Klaus Schwab’s daughter, Nicole, giving a talk in June of 2020, is getting a 
lot of attention all of a sudden. Nicole is co-director of the Platform to Accelerate 
Nature-Based Solutions & 1t.org, at the World Economic Forum, Switzerland. 
 
In the video, she can be seen and heard saying the following: 
“This [Covid] crisis has shown us how, first of all, things can shift very rapidly when we 
put our minds to it and when we feel the immediate emergency to our livelihood. And 
second, that clearly the system - I mean you mentioned it earlier - that we had before is 
clearly not sustainable. So, I see it as a tremendous opportunity to really have this Great 
Reset, and to use this, you know, huge flows of money, to use the increased levers that 
policymakers have today in a way that was not possible before to create a change that 
is not incremental, but that we can look back and we can say that this is the moment 
where we really started to position, you know, nature at the core of the economy.” 
 
Note the elements of her assertion: 
 
1). The Covid Crisis and response provide a model response for the Climate Crisis.  
[Engineered by the global cabal; Bill Gates and company] 
 
2). Both crises are emergencies that provide tremendous opportunities for the Great 
Reset agenda. 
 
3). The huge flows of money resulting from the Covid emergency may flow again in 
response to the Climate emergency. 
 
4). Both emergencies produce increased levers that policymakers can use to force 
immediate and dramatic change instead of the sort of incremental change that is 
less disruptive to the economic lives of ordinary citizens. 
 
In other words, with the “tremendous opportunity” of the Covid Crisis now a thing of 
the past, it appears that the Olympians at Davos and their well-positioned friends are 
making arrangements for the Climate Crisis and the huge flows of money that will go to 
them for their “solutions” to the crisis. 
 
Get ready for a coming propaganda blitz, an Emergency Declaration, and huge 
money flows from public coffers for Emergency Countermeasures to deal with 
the Climate Emergency. 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/5TwGPTdLwmaa/
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If you are in the business of providing emergency countermeasures to the climate crisis, 
you will do well. If not, you will probably be tormented and burdened with onerous and 
arbitrary restrictions that do nothing for the environment but that make your life more 
expensive and difficult. 
 
This is why I’ve said for almost twenty years now the decade of 2020s had huge 
prophetic potential. This was especially so when we consider Scripture of Revelation 13 
and many others. As we’re nearing that prophetical time, things will continue to become 
clearer. Things that may have been foggy in the past are coming into full focus. 
 
Now, at the 2023 SDG Summit, the United Nations will call for “reorienting economies 
through green and digital transitions.” That is a part of “deploying new technologies” and 
yes, “disruptive change.” 
 
Their verbiage about “disruptive change” is not about some secret event to take down 
the global economy or anything else. These guys put it all out there for you to see. 
 
What the United Nations means is this, 
“At the global level, a once-in-a-generation commitment is needed to overhaul the 
international financial and economic system so that it responds to today’s challenges, 
not those of the 1940s.” 
 
Why does our financial system need an overhaul?  They say it’s obsolete. 
 
The present financial order was spawned out of chaos in the 1940s. That’s the point 
they’re making, and that’s exactly what I told you back in 2020 when Covid was just 
rolling out, these things take time, lots of time to unfold.  I have been right since I first 
began saying this was a “Depopulation” plan to rid the planet of as many of us they 
could exterminate. 
 
Now, isn’t it ironic, the UN is focusing on “seven years” to complete its goals, and the 
Tribulation was originally seven years? No, we’re not there yet, but the present order of 
things is the closest the world has ever come to seeing the fulfillment of prophecy. 
 
I speak of the one world order that will reign in the Last Days.  Nearly all of the signs are 
in place… 
 
There’s something else we need to consider in this catching up for the “Great Reset” 
 

The SDGs Are Failing 
Now, for anyone who can read between the lines, the United Nations did not make all of 
these declarations because they are successful and winning. The message of the 
United Nations comes from a position of weakness, not power.  Their lies are getting 
exposed with little bits of information here and there uncovered to expose their agenda. 
We can document hundreds of details on the Internet just using their own documents 
and statements.  The Internet is like a knife, it can cut both ways if you grasp what I am 
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saying here.   The WEF puts it out there for their people but if you know what to search 
on it becomes a means to understand their crimes. 
 
They are failing to reach the goals of Agenda 2030.  Think about that, and we’re already 
seven years into their ambitious plan.  The Trump election in 2016 upset their plans and 
we have yet to fully understand all of what 2016 has done for humanity. 
 
Now, let’s hear about the progress of the Sustainable Development Goals from the UN’s 
own mouth. 
 
“Of the roughly 140 targets with data, only about 12% are on track to be achieved by 
2030; close to half, though showing progress, are moderately or severely off track; and 
some 30% have either seen no movement or regressed below the 2015 baseline.” 
 
This is a clear sign, that despite the paranoia and propaganda we hear about 
globalization, it’s not meeting its Agenda 2030 objective. 
 
To that, the United Nations says, 
 
“Giving up on the SDGs or extending the deadline to meet them is not an option. 
The world has been rocked by a series of interlinked crises – the COVID-19 
pandemic, conflict, the climate crisis, and a weak global economy. 
 
Recommitting to the 2030 Agenda is the best roadmap out of these crises, but we 
are fast running out of time to correct course.” 
 
On the backs of Covid, they boosted the globalist Agenda 2030 plan. Since then, due to 
the radical push for power over the people, it’s taken a further hit. 
 
I want you to pay close attention… 
 
It’s a message of desperation, to reach the goals and ambitions of a unified world order. 
My friends, oftentimes, desperation forces people to consider options they normally 
would not consider… 
 
There’s no doubt in my mind, the plan of the United Nations is devious. It leaves God 
out of humanity, while embracing a Tower of Babel mentality. We need to be on guard 
against any devious plots from this day forward, plots that may be hatched against 
mankind, to accelerate their goals. 
 
This does not even mean under the cover of darkness. It simply means, any push, any 
attempt to persuade the people to join together, in the name of globalization, should not 
be accepted. 
 
Brothers and sisters in Christ, we are entering a very evil time… however God still has 
His trump card to be executed at the critical time point ahead.  The world may never 
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recognize that it is being squeezed in Satan’s plan to kill, steal, and destroy.  It is quite 
obvious that most of the church is still asleep. 
 
“Woe to them that devise iniquity, and work evil upon their beds! when the 
morning is light, they practise it, because it is in the power of their hand.  And 
they covet fields, and take them by violence; and houses, and take them away: so 
they oppress a man and his house, even a man and his heritage.  -(Micah 2:1-2)   
 
This passage could not be more appropriate to describe what the WEF has done to 
steal over 3,000 farms in Denmark, and similar doings of the same in the U.S. and other 
countries.  The goal is to destroy national sovereignty and open borders is part of this 
iniquity.  The crisis at the Southern Border is proof positive of what is taking place and 
invasion by millions of illegals from far away countries, not just Central and South 
America. 
 
 Ed Dowd: New Data Shows 

Vaxx Deaths & Disabilities Accelerating at ALARMING Rate 
 
Former BlackRock analyst, Ed Dowd joined Seth Holehouse of Man in America with 
some alarming new numbers which show that the rates of death and disability in the 
U.S. are accelerating after a period of going sideways for several months, with 850,000 
Americans added last June to the rolls of those self-identifying as "disabled". 
 
Ed sees a similar trend in other countries that mandated the COVID shot. Ed discusses 
his recent findings while investigating the UK Personal Independence Payment system 
(PIP), which is the UK's version of our Social Security Disability Insurance. 
 
He found that the rate of reported hematological (blood-related) illness was up 522% in 
2022 over the trend that had been established since 2016. Below are the increases in 
excess reports of different kinds of illnesses: 
 
UK PIP - Reported Disabilities 
 
Endocrine, metabolic, and thermoregulation up 156% 
Gastrointestinal up 145% 
Genito-urinary up 143% 
Dermatological up 138% 
Psychiatric up 124% 
Auditory up 121% 
Cardiovascular up 121% 
Immune up 115% 
Neurological up 107% 
Musculoskeletal up 93% 
Respiratory up 93% 
Visual up 80% 
Oncology up 35% 
 

https://forbiddenknowledgetv.slclktrk004.com/track/click?linkData=1-94f4eyJsaW5rIjoiaHR0cHM6XC9cL2ZvcmJpZGRlbmtub3dsZWRnZXR2Lm5ldFwvZWQtZG93ZC1uZXctZGF0YS1zaG93cy12YXgtZGVhdGhzLWRpc2FiaWxpdGllcy1hY2NlbGVyYXRpbmctYXQtYWxhcm1pbmctcmF0ZVwvIiwibmV3c2xldHRlcklkIjoiMTc1MCIsInN1YnNjcmliZXJJZCI6MjExMywiZG9tYWluIjoiZm9yYmlkZGVua25vd2xlZGdldHYiLCJ0aW1lIjoxNjkxMTUwNTQ0LCJkZWwiOjEwLCJzZW5kZXIiOjF9
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.slclktrk004.com/track/click?linkData=1-94f4eyJsaW5rIjoiaHR0cHM6XC9cL2ZvcmJpZGRlbmtub3dsZWRnZXR2Lm5ldFwvZWQtZG93ZC1uZXctZGF0YS1zaG93cy12YXgtZGVhdGhzLWRpc2FiaWxpdGllcy1hY2NlbGVyYXRpbmctYXQtYWxhcm1pbmctcmF0ZVwvIiwibmV3c2xldHRlcklkIjoiMTc1MCIsInN1YnNjcmliZXJJZCI6MjExMywiZG9tYWluIjoiZm9yYmlkZGVua25vd2xlZGdldHYiLCJ0aW1lIjoxNjkxMTUwNTQ0LCJkZWwiOjEwLCJzZW5kZXIiOjF9
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The 522% increase in hematological claims equates to a 61 standard deviation. Ed 
says, "61 standard deviations is lights-out, Black Swan event, something's gone off the 
rails. It's so many zeros and so unlikely to happen by accident that it has to be 
explained. And that's why we’re calling on the medical community to explain this." 
 

 
 
 

Covid was very profitable for hospitals 
Turns out that conspiracy theory wasn't a conspiracy theory either 

 
ALEX BERENSON 
AUG 4, 2023 
American hospitals made more money than ever during Covid, thanks to special 
government subsidies, a new study shows. 
 
Hospital profit margins in 2020 and 2021 more than doubled compared to 2019, 
researchers reported in JAMA Health Forum last month. In all, hospitals made at least 
$16 billion more in profits during the two Covid years than they did in 2019, the 
researchers found. 
 
Hospitals delayed profitable elective procedures early in the pandemic and had extra 
costs for traveling nurses and protective gear. But the 20 percent bonus they received 
for Covid patients and other special funding more than made up the difference for most 
hospitals. 
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“COVID-19 relief funding aided in operating margins reaching all-time highs,” the 
researchers wrote. “Funding amounts may have been larger than was necessary for 
many hospitals.” 
 
The data come from more than 4,400 hospitals, nearly every medical center in the 
United States. Hospitals that were already profitable tended to have the biggest gains. 
 
Overall hospital operating margins rose from 2.8 percent before Covid to 6.5 percent in 
2020 and 2021, the highest ever, and the researchers found. 
 
(Nothing like a good pandemic to juice profits!) 
 
Fewer than 300 hospitals, or about 6 percent, went from profits in 2019 to losses during 
Covid, while almost 800 saw their losses turn into profits. 
 
Some hospitals did far better, especially those that were profitable before 2020. 
 
Those medical centers were presumably experts at maximizing their financial results 
even before Covid hit and moved quickly to take advantage of the new laws and 
bonuses. The most profitable 600 American hospitals each posted annual operating 
income of at least $38 million during Covid, the researchers reported. 
 
Doin’ good by doin’ well, the American medical way! 
 
I need to mention that the writer above failed to note one of the ways hospitals became 
so profitable comes from the fact that every patient diagnosed with Covid-19 and kept at 
least overnight earned them approximately $5,000 and every death labeled Covid-19 
earned the hospital an additional $40,000.  I wrote an article on this more than a year 
ago.  It was one of many articles on irregularities of government pay offs and examples 
of corruption. You may recall, it was back early on in the Covid scamdemic, CDC was 
also paying for funeral expenses of the deceased where the death certificates stated 
Covid-19 as cause of death being Covid-19.  Now that is what I call “doin’ good by doin’ 
well,” the American medical way!  Stick it to the taxpayer to pay for their own suicide 
jabs.   
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
The satire of 1964’s “Dr. Strangelove” may become a terrifying global reality by 
2024, a coalition of scientists desperately warn. 
 
Over 100 medical journals are simultaneously sounding the alarm that the potential for 
world-ending nuclear conflict is “great and growing” amidst states like Russia 
dangerously stockpiling their doomsday payloads. 
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“A large-scale nuclear war between the U.S. and Russia could kill 200 million people or 
more in the near term and potentially cause a global ‘nuclear winter’ that could kill 5–6 
billion people, threatening the survival of humanity,” they wrote in unison. 
 
“Any use of nuclear weapons would be catastrophic for humanity. Even a ‘limited’ 
nuclear war involving only 250 of the 13,000 nuclear weapons in the world could kill 120 
million people outright and cause global climate disruption leading to a nuclear famine, 
putting 2 billion people at risk.” 
 
Scientists are warning that the brink of nuclear war is closer than ever. 
 
The red alert follows January’s frightening moving up of the Doomsday Clock — now 90 
seconds to midnight — in what the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists called “the closest to 
global catastrophe it has ever been.” 
 
This time last year, United Nations Secretary General António Guterres also said we are 
in “a time of nuclear danger not seen since the height of the Cold War.”  Although that is 
a real possibility it might also be part of the scam to gain political surrender at the UN to 
support the Climate Change Agenda and the SDGs of Prince Charlie’s benevolent plan 
to save the planet.  I say that because Russia’s Putin was a graduate of Klaus 
Schwab’s ‘Young Global Leaders’ program.  It is hard to determine if Putin is a double 
agent, a double-crosser, or something else.  It was decades later before we learned that 
Hitler was a British MI6 double agent!  
 
Now, the medical journals have opted to intervene in the geopolitical crisis because the 
threat is now considered to be “an urgent public health priority and fundamental steps 
must also be taken to address the root cause of the problem — by abolishing nuclear 
weapons.” 
 
The Doomsday Clock, an indicator of the nuclear geopolitical climate, is closest to 
destruction than ever before. 
 
Many moons ago, the U.S. military thought about detonating a nuclear device on the 
lunar surface. 
 
The journals also stressed that the intervention of medical science during the 1980s — 
under the leadership of the 1985 Nobel Peace Prize-winning International Physicians for 
the Prevention of Nuclear War — “helped to end the cold war arms race by educating 
policymakers and the public on both sides of the Iron Curtain about the medical 
consequences of nuclear war.” 
 
“The danger is great and growing. The nuclear-armed states must eliminate their 
nuclear arsenals before they eliminate us.” 
 
The current crisis at hand most stems from Russia’s ongoing invasion and subsequent 
war with Ukraine, according to the Bulletin. 
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“Worst of all, Russia’s thinly veiled threats to use nuclear weapons remind the world that 
escalation of the conflict — by accident, intention, or miscalculation — is a terrible risk,” 
the organization warned in January. 
 
But recently, these threats are becoming much more concrete. 
 
Experts blame Russia's ongoing war with Ukraine for the current nuclear climate.  
 
Former Russian President and Vladimir Putin’s placeholder Dmitry Medvedev, now the 
deputy head of Russia’s Security Council, recently said “the apocalypse isn’t just 
possible but quite likely,” according to the Associated Press. 
 
The pointed comments come as Russia has moved short-range nuclear weapons into 
Ukraine’s neighboring nation Belarus. NATO has yet to confirm the validity of the 
maneuver. 
 
“We must take up this challenge again as an urgent priority, working with renewed 
energy to reduce the risks of nuclear war and to eliminate nuclear weapons,” the 
medical journals wrote. 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 

 

Covid shots are “Bio-weapons” intended to 
harm and kill!  They are part of a program to 
Depopulate the U.S.A. and the Planet! 
 
If you want the proof, read: Population Control And Official USG 
Policy  This government document was posted a week ago. 
 
The only escape from the Draconian New World Order possible is asking God to save 
you from the wrath to come!  The ‘not for the faint of heart’ reports in this segment 
makes my point that the Rapture is near.   
 

Time Out ! 
 
When looking back to the turn of the millennium, a more pronounced trend can be seen, 
with belief in God having fallen from 90 percent of respondents in 2001 to 74 
percent in 2023, while belief in heaven slid from 83 percent to 67 percent in that time.  
Jesus even suggested raising the question, “…shall he find faith on the earth?”  -
(Luke 18:8) 

http://pastorbobreid.com/PDFs/PCUSG.pdf
http://pastorbobreid.com/PDFs/PCUSG.pdf
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That said you can be sure that belief in the Rapture has likewise declined.  It should be 
the other way around but most people treat the Bible casually as ancient history and no 
real Biblical World View.  Only about 10% of Christians believe in the Biblical World 
View.  Sad but true! 
 
Paul’s two letters to the Thessalonians answers our dilemma.  I’ve been working on an 
in depth study of these core letters for our hope which should be ready in a few days.   
 
The “Key” Rapture Watch Day has been Rosh HaShanah, September 15th through 
September 17th, or adjacent to the events of the UN Climate Summit meeting.  
Secular Jews and God’s Biblical calendar dates are in conflict, since Yom Teruah 
supposedly cannot occur until the Fall Equinox, which is September 22nd, thus 
infers an October 15th date that follows is a new moon.   
 
Some will argue the Feast of Trumpets cannot be in Summer, September 17 
because the Fall Equinox is not until Sept. 22, 2023.  The FIRST New Moon would 
then be October 14/15th, 2023!!  The number crunchers are unable to reconcile the 
Jewish Secular calendar observance with God’s Biblical calendar based upon a 
Lunar/Solar cycle.  This to me basically confirms Jesus own words, “But of that 
day and hour knoweth no man, no, not the angels of heaven, but my Father only.”  
-(Matthew 24:32).  That does make sense for various reasons but I am trying to keep 
this as simple as possible for your encouragement. 
 
Actually a proper placed garden “Sun-Dial” will enable you to establish the four 
seasonal Equinoxes of the Sun which determines the accuracy of the Feast Days of 
Leviticus 23.    
 
The date of Passover, or “Pesach”, is determined by the Hebrew calendar, which is a 
lunisolar calendar based on the cycle of the moon in relationship to the Spring Equinox. 
It is traditionally celebrated on the 15th day of Nisan, which is the first month of the 
Hebrew calendar. The 14th day (beginning at sundown) is the beginning of the holiday. 
The Jewish months start with a new moon, and 14 days later is the full moon. The Nisan 
full moon is called the “Pascal Full Moon”, and begins the Passover celebration.  “In 
the first month, in the fourteenth day of the month, ye shall have the passover, a 
feast of seven days; unleavened bread shall be eaten.” –(Ezekiel 45:11)  Passover 
occurs 14 days after the Spring Equinox.  Passover then sets the pattern for the 
remaining six Feasts of the Lord that follow in sequence.   
 
The Jews complicated the calendar issue enough to confuse the rest of the world since 
they do not follow a 365.25 day year.  Even though I want to keep it simple, any 
additional details require added pages of explanation so I will cut it here. 
 
All the evidence heretofore confirms that we are in the Season of the Rapture!  What’s 
that old saying about being close only counts in horseshoes and grenades?  I have had 
my own doubts because of the U.S. rogue global agenda provoking a confrontation 
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between Moscow and Washington NATO/US Alliance.  It could be in fact a “wild card” in 
the date of the Rapture scenario!   Otherwise being close is still relative and important. 
 
I am still highly confident we are but a short time away because of three things or points 
that coalesce or converge: the UN Climate Change Summit agenda and its “seven year” 
Sustainable Development Goals to ‘Save the Planet’ will take place at the time of Rosh 
HaShanah. Furthermore from previous segments I shared information that the 
Revelation 12 sign appears yearly at the same time as well with additional signs.         
 
I am NOT saying we should forget about September 15-17th as a High Watch date 
for the Rapture.  I am saying because of the Jews not following God’s Biblical 
Calendar, it is certainly possible that a delay could still be in the mix.  Be ready all 
the time, because God could call us at any time “Come Up Hither!”   
 
In my own way of thinking, God has kept the element of surprise on our plate for 
His reasons, not necessarily to our liking!  It becomes too easy to fall into a state 
of laxness.  Keep looking up and now is not the time to fall into a state of slumber 
physically or metaphorically speaking.  It is my belief God does not want us to 
steal His secret! 
 
Notwithstanding, each time a watch date has come and gone, people lose interest 
and fall by the wayside.  I have noticed that with a number of You Tube sites on 
End Times  
 
The fulfillment of Daniel 9:27 makes greater logical sense for September rather 
than at COP28 which meets in Dubai, UAE between November 30th and December 
12th of 2023.    Some like Craig Bong have alluded to the “confirmation with the 
many” taking place at COP28 in Dubai, UAE. 
 

Days to September 15
th

 as of 8/8/23 – 39 Days 
 
Coming full circle from Doug Vogt’s explanation for so-called climate change or 
global warming and prediction of a Solar Nova in November, 2046 leads me to 
conclude the globalists are running scared out of their wits that a Solar Nova 
could occur much earlier than expected.  I have read all of Doug Vogt’s books, 
watched most of his videos and so his prediction seems solid as a rock.  Since I 
had two years of geology and two years of physics in college, I have been able to 
follow his research Geomagnetic Reversals (pole shifts) I began working on this 
segment before the full moon along with what has been occurring in the way of 
Solar CMEs, X-class and M-class solar flare activity has to have a huge impact in 
their plans. 
 
 
 
Praise God! 
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Blessings in the Precious Name of Jesus Christ, 
 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
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